Batch-Brew: Re-Imagined

Raise the curtain —
and their curiosity
True coffee lovers know. A great cup is more than a beverage.
It’s an experience — one full of enticing sights, sounds and
aromas. So why put any barriers between you, them and
what they crave?
Now, you don’t have to. Introducing the Curtis Seraphim®

One delicious Golden Cup,
coming right up
The Seraphim® definitely puts on a great show.
But its beauty is more than skin deep.
Like all Curtis brewers, it’s equipped to
produce a consistently delicious SCAA
Golden Cup of coffee. An intuitive G4 digital
control system, patented brew cone
and proven Curtis technology make sure
of it.

Curtis G4 Seraphim® Coffee Brewer

™

FEATURES

BENEFITS

Batch Brewing Re-Imagined

Head-Turning Low-Profile Design

Commands attention, and can easily be added to even the most crowded
countertops.

Unique Under-Counter Brewing System

Removes any barriers between you and customers by concealing brewing
components under the counter.

Curtis G4 Digital Touchscreen Controller

Provides precise, one-touch control over all brewing functions, plus selfdiagnostics to reduce maintenance costs.

SCAA Golden Cup Capabilities

Seraphim® is designed to produce a gourmet cup of coffee consistently
meeting the SCAA Golden Cup standards.

Patented Single Cup Brew Cone

Optimizes extraction for a superior cup of coffee.

Multiple Brewing Methods

Chemex, Kalita, V60, Bee Dripper, Able Kone Brewing System, French Press, etc.

Stable Temperature and Flow Rate

Ensures consistent quality cup after cup; batch after batch.

Cast Aluminum Neck and Brew Head

Heavy-duty to stand-up to day-to-day use.

Zero Cavitation

Creates a stable environment that eliminates low-pressure pockets for ideal
extraction of grounds.

Color Options

Flat Black and Pearl White to suit any décor.

5-Gallon Hot Water Tank

Extra large capacity to easily handle back to back to back brewing.

single cup coffee brewer
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Perfecting the art of brewing since 1941.

Seraphim®
For a truly spectacular cup of coffee.

Curtis G4. It’s digital technology
that puts you in control

With its sleek, minimalist footprint, incomparable
styling, plus powerful, innovative features, the
new Curtis Seraphim® combines the art and
science of batch-brewing, and gives new
meaning to the term ‘great performance.’

The intuitive Curtis G4 touch screen control on the Seraphim®

The only machine of its kind, it allows you to
make amazing coffee time after time, with
no inconsistencies.

variety of delicious,

provides precise control over all brewing functions. Expertly
proﬁled, pre-set recipes
let you punch up a
SCAA Golden Cup
recipes — right

By lending a touch of “coffee theater,” the
Seraphim® can help you bring in customers
that want something delicious to drink—plus
something fascinating to see.

out of the box,
while advanced
self-diagnostics

Small is the new big

continually monitor your system.

The Seraphim® puts the art of batch-brewing
right into your operation — front row center.
Taking up a mere 2’ x 3’ of room, it fits easily onto your existing
counter space, and looks impressive, too.

G4 controls take the guesswork out of batch-brewing — for a
memorable, infinitely repeatable cup of coffee.

Under the counter.
Over-the-top performance.

How could a machine with such a strikingly low-profile make
such a huge impact? Curtis innovation, that’s how.

Mount it how you want it
The Seraphim® can be configured many different ways to
help you deliver maximum batch-brewing impact. It
mounts virtually anywhere.
Plus, you can even install it on a cart to bring the
show and aroma of great coffee right to
the customer.

Built on a proud, awardwinning tradition

Bulky componentry is often needed to produce exceptional
beverages. But we designed the Seraphim® with a unique under-

The Seraphim™ is built on the
chassis of the 2012 SCAA
Best New Product™, People’s
Choice Award Winner, the
Curtis Gold Cup Brewer, and
the industry-standard Curtis
Water Tower.

counter brewing system to place those essentials out of sight,
keeping you and your coffee top of mind. Just add a grinder and
you’ll not only make an amazingly good, wonderfully fresh cup of
coffee. You’ll make quite a production out of it.

Yet it’s truly unique. There’s
no other batch-brewing
system like it in the world

Seraphim® is powered
by Curtis’ proven
5-gallon Digital
Water Tower

Bring the art, science and profit of batchbrewing to your operation.
Easily brew into single cup,
Chemex®, Kalita®, Hario®,
Bee House®, Able Kone®
or French Press

Bring on the Seraphim®
After you’re done using the Seraphim® to dazzle people with a
singular cup of coffee, the only question is, what will you do for
an encore?

